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Abstract--Many earlier works on the subject of fractional calculus (that is, differentiation and 
integration of an arbitrary real or complex order) provide interesting accounts of the theory and 
applications of fractional calculus operators in several areas of mathematical nalysis (such as ordinary 
and partial differential equations, integral equations, pecial functions, summation of series, etc.). The 
main object of this sequel to the aforementioned works is to examine rather closely the commutativity 
of the familiar Leibniz rules for fractional calculus and its various consequences. Some generalizations 
of a recent result of Tu, Chyan and Wu [1], involving fractional integration of powers of the logarithmic 
functions, are also considered. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -F rac t iona l  calculus, Psi (or Digamma) function, Leibniz rules, Hypergeometric func- 
tions, Analytic continuation formulas, Hypergeometric transformations, Jacobi polynomials, Hyper- 
geometric representations, Hypergeometric polynomials. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEF IN IT IONS 
One of the most frequently encountered tools in the theory of fractional calculus (that is, dif- 
ferentiation and integration of an arbitrary real or complex order) is furnished by the familiar 
fractional differintegral operator cDz ~ defined by 
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1 z 
r--[-~_~)/~ (~-;)-.-1/(¢)a;, (ceR; R(.)<o), 
cDz~{f (z )}  m (i . I )  
cD~-m{f(z)},  (m - i _-< ~R(#) < m; rn E N :---- {I,  2,3 . . . .  }), 
az 
provided that the integral in (1.1) exists. For c = 0, the fractional differintegral operator Dz~ 
given by (cf. equation (l.i)) 
Dz ~ {f(z)} := 0Dz ~ {f(z)}, (it • C) (1.2) 
corresponds essentially to the classical Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative (or integral) of 
order # (or -#). Furthermore, when c --* c~, equation (1.1) may be identified with the definition 
of the familiar Weyl fractional derivative (or integral) of order # (or -#). 
Many of the recent works (or serendipities) of fractional calculus, especially in the area of 
summation of infinite series, did indeed revive (as illustrations emphasizing the usefulness of 
fractional calculus techniques) various pecial cases and consequences of the following well-known 
(rather classical) result in the theory of the Psi (or Digamma) function ~(z): 
f i  F (u+n)  F(u) 
~=~ nr (~ + n) = ---~[r(~) -¢(~) - ¢(~ - v)], (1.3) 




¢(z) := ~ {logr(z)} - r ( z ) '  (1.4) 
z 
log F(z) = ¢(~) d~. (1.5) 
For a reasonably detailed historical account of the summation formula (1.3), and also of its 
numerous consequences and generalizations, the interested reader may be referred to the works 
by Nishimoto and Srivastava [2], Srivastava [3], Al-Saqabi et al. [4], Aular de DurAn et al. [5], and 
Wu et al. [6]. Numerous other applications of fractional calculus techniques, involving such areas 
of mathematical nalysis as (for example) ordinary and partial differential equations, integral 
equations, and special functions, can be found in the recent works of Podlubny [7], Kiryakova [8], 
Samko et aL [9], Miller and Ross [10], Srivastava nd Buschman [11], Nishimoto [12,13], and 
Srivastava nd Manocha [14]. 
The classical Leibniz rule for ordinary derivatives admits itself of the following familiar exten- 
sion in terms of the Riemann-Liouville operator D~ given by (1.2): 
 Cn) DUz{f(z)g(z)} = E D~-~{f(z)}D~{g(z)}' 
n~O (1.6) 
#eC;  := F (#-u+l )F (u+l )  = #-u  
which happens to be the key ingredient in the summation of infinite series by means of frac- 
tional calculus. This Leibniz rule (1.6) suffers from an apparent drawback in the sense that the 
functions f(z) and g(z) do not commute as obviously as in its classical special case when 
, e No, (No := N u {0}). 
A symmetrical (commutative) generalization of (1.6), without such a drawback, is given by 
(cf., e.g., [9, p. 316, equation (17.12)]) 
it D ~-a -n  z D a+n z DUz{f(z)g(z)} = E a +n z {f( )} z {g( )}, (it, a • C), (1.7) 
n~--OO 
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which, in the special ease when a = 0, yields the Leibniz rule (1.6). Still more generally, we 
have [9, p. 317] 
_~_~ Da+~n'f ^l Z~ l D~z{f(z)g(z)} = ~ D~ -~- '~ {f(z)} z tgt H, 
n- o" ~;n (1.8) 
(#,aEC;  0<~<1), 
which, for ~ = 1, reduces at once to (1.7). 
The problem of commutativity does not seem to have been resolved for one other Leibniz rule 
(cf. [13, p. 56, equations (3) and (4)]): 
(f" 9). = E f . -n "gn, (u E ~; z E fl), (1.9) 
n=O 
where the functions f(z) and g(z) are single-valued and analytic in some domain f~ c_ C, gn is the 
ordinary derivative of g(z) of order n (n E N0), and f~ denotes the fractional differintegral (that 
is, fractional derivative and fractional integral) of f(z) of order u E R, given by the following. 
DEFINITION. (See [12,13,15].) If  the function f(z) is analytic and has no branch point inside and 
on C, where 
C := {g-,C+}, (1.10) 
C- is an integral curve along the cut joining the points z and -e~ + i~(z), C + is an integral curve 
along the cut joining the points z and oo + i~(z), 
and 
where ( ¢ z, 
and 
f~,(z) = cfu(z) . -  F(u + 1) / f ( ( )d (  ((:z)V;1, (u E R \Z - ) ,  (1.11) 
f -n(z)  := lim {f,(z)}, (n E N), (1.12) 
t ] - - * - -  n 
-Tr < arg(( - z) < 7r, for C-, (1.13) 
(min {~(a), ~(fl)} > 0), 
(~,~¢ Zc) ,  
(1.16) 
/1  t~-l(  1 _ t) ~-1 dt, 
:= 
r--gV ' 
0 < arg(( - z) _-< 2rr, for C +, (1.14) 
then f . (z)  (or, simply, f . )  (v > O) is said to be the fractional derivative o f f (z )  of order u and 
f . (z)  (or, simply, f~) (u < O) is said to be the fractional integral of f(z) of order -u,  provided 
that 
If,(z)[ < oo. 
The main purpose of this paper is to examine rather closely the commutativity of the Leibniz 
rule (1.9) and its various consequences. We also present some generalizations of the following 
fractional integral formula given recently by Tu et al. [1, p. 70, Theorem 1]: 
( D~{zX( logz)k}= z'X-u l ogz+ {B(A+I , -#)} ,  (~(#)<0;  keNo) ,  (1.15) 
r ( -u )  
where B(a,/3) denotes the familiar Beta function defined by 
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it being understood (throughout his work) that, in the case of a many-valued function, the 
principal value is tacitly considered. 
Yet another fractional integral operator r~'~'~ also required in our present investigation, is ~0,z ' 
defined by (cf. [16, p. 413, equation (1.4)]) 
I. u'~'n z-U-e (z - ( )u -1 .2F I  # + 6, -7]; #; 1 - f ( ( )  d(, (1.17) 0,z { f (z )}  . -  r ( , )  
so that, obviously, 
I~,z t''" {f(z)} = Dz t' {f(z)}, (~(#) > 0) (1.18) 
provided, of course, that the integral in (1.17) exists, 2F1 being the Gauss hypergeometric function 
a. b z a(a+ 1). b(b+ 1) z 2 
2Fl(a,b;c;z) := 1 +- - - -  + +. . .  , 
c 1! c(c+l)  2! (1.19) 
( z•b / :={z :z•Cand [z [< l} ;  c~Zo) .  
By comparing the definitions (1.1), (1.2), (1.18), and (1.19), it is easily observed that 
I0#,5, ,z {f(z)} = z -"-~D~-" {f(z)}, (N(#) > 0; 5 • C), (1.20) 
and, more interestingly, that 
/~"'~'" z_t~_ ~ oo F(# + 5 + n)F(n - ~1) . z-  n D~_t,_ n {f(z)} (1.21) 
0,z {f(z)} = F (#+5)F( - r / )  E n! 
n=0 
provided that this last series converges. 
2. AN INTEREST ING CONSEQUENCE 
OF THE LE IBNIZ  RULE (1 .9 )  
We begin by recalling the main result in a recent paper by Tu et al. [17, p. 79, Theorem 1] in 
the form 
( ( ( z -  a)~)~l " ( ( z -b )~)~) ,~ 
al , (2.1) = ((z - a) )Z,+~ • ((z - b)a~)~ 2 ~F1 -w,/32 - a2; 1 - a; + al  - •1; Z Z 
z o ) 
~ <1;  1 -~o+c~1-~¢Z o , 
which, upon simultaneous interchanges of the parameters a and b, al  and a2, and ~1 and ~2, 
yields 
(((z - b)'~2)~2 . ((z - a) '~)~)~ 
( z_!) 
= ( (z -a)a ' )Z l  • ((z-b)a2)~2+,~2F1 -o2,~ 1 - -OG;  1 -w+a2 -~2;  z ' (2.2) 
( z#a 'b ;  z -b  ) <1;  1 -w+a2- j32¢Z o . 
Since (cf., e.g., [17, p. 78, Lemma 3] 
r (~ - a) e_ , . . (  z ((~ - a)~)~ = ? - ( C  - a)~-~' 
( F (v -a )  ) (2.3) 
z•C\ (a} ;v•R;  r ( -a )  <oo  , 
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it is not difficult to derive the following relatively more convenient forms of the fractional differ- 
integral formulas (2.1) and (2.2): 
and 
( ( (z  - a)~' )z l  • ((z - b )~)z~)~ = r (~ + Zl - a , )  r (Z2 - a2) e_~(~+z,+z~ ) 
F (--Oq) F (--a2) 
• (z -u )a i -B l -~(z -b )a2-B22F l ( -W,  ~2-a2;  1-oJ-~-C~l-]~l; Z-~b)'z 
( z a ) 
z#a,b ;  ~ <1; 1 -a~+al - /31~Z o 
(2.4) 
We remark in passing that, since 
or, equivalently, that 
( 1) 
2F l (a ,b ;c ;z ) -  r(b)F(c ( -z )  -~. 2El a, 1 -c+a;  1 -b+a;  , 
(a•  Zo; zeC\{0};  c ,a+l -bgZo) .  
1 
- 0, (a • Zo) ,  (2.8) r(a) 
the hypergeometric transformation (2.7) would follow immediately from the known result (cf., 
e.g., [18, p. 108, equation 2.10(2)]): 
r(c)r(b- a) ( ~) 
2Fl(a,b;c;z) - , ,  ,~~a) ( - z ) -a"  2F1 a, 1 - c+a;  1 -b+a;  
r(c)r(a-b) ( 1)  (2.9) 
r(a)r(c - b) (--z)-b" 2F1 b, 1 - c + b; 1 - a + b; , 
(larg(-z)l _-< ~ - E, (0 < ~ < ~)) 
in its obvious pecial case when the parameter a is restricted to take on nonpositive integer values 
only. 
By applying the Gauss summation theorem (cf. [18, p. 104, equation 2.8(46)]): 
r(c)r(c-  a - b) (~(c - a - b) > O; c ~ Zo) ,  (2.10) 
2Fl(a,b;c; 1) = F(c - a)F(c - b)' 
(2.7) 
((z a)~1)~1~ ~ F(131 - a i r  (w + 1~2 - a2) e_i~(~+Zl+Z2 ) ((z 6 ] r (-~,)r (-~) 
• (z -a )a l -~ l (z -b )a2-~2-~2F1 -w , /3 l -a l ;  1 -w+a~- /32 ;  z 
( z~a 'b ;  z -b  ) - -  <1;  1 -w+a2- /~2~tZ o . z - -a  
In the special case when w E N0, the Leibniz rule (1.9) would obviously be commutative. 
And, since the hypergeometric series in (2.4) and (2.5) terminate when w E N0, we readily find 
from (2.4) and (2.5) that 
2Fi(--W, J2--Ot2; 1- W +0~1- J,; Z:b)z = 'F"-Cw -I-: ~ -~l)  F'('~"22 --~2) 1' ( J l °q)F (w + J2- a )t,,z-b.,l~z-a'~ 
"2F1 -W,~l -Ct , ;1 -w+o~2-~2;  z2  ~ , 
(~ e N0; 1-~o+~j-~j CZo, (j = 1,2)), 
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the fractional differintegrals in (2.4) and (2.5) can be shown to be equal, when a = b, in all cases 
when 
r (03 -[- f~l - a l ) r  (1 - co + a l  - ~1) 
r (~1 -- 0~1) r (1 + al  - /31)  
r (co +/32 - a2) r (1 - 03 + a2 - /32) 
r (/32 - a2) r (1 + ~2 - /32)  
(2.11) 
that is, in all cases when 
sin [(~1 - -  Oll) 71"] sin [(co +/32 -- a2) 7r] : sin [(/32 -- a2) zr] sin [(co + 31 -- a l )  zr], (2.12) 
since 
Writing (2.12) in the form 
7r r(z)r(1 - z) - sin(~rz)' (z ~ Z). (2.13) 
COS [(f~l -- C~l -- /32 -]- Ck2 -- co) T'] = COS [(~1 -- O~1 -- ]~2 -[- OL2 -[- 03) 71"], (2.14) 
or, equivalently, 
COS [(~2 -- OL2 -- /31 -t- OL1 "Or- co) 7r] ---- COS [(/32 -- Ol2 -- /31 '1- Oil -- 03) 71"1, (2.15) 
we thus find that the fractional differintegrals in (2.4) and (2.5) are equal, when a -- b, in all 
cases when 
sin [(f~l - C~1 - - /32 -b 0~2) 7r] sin(coTr) = 0 (2.16) 
or  
sin [(f~2 - oL2 -/31 + a l )  zr] sin(03zr) = 0, (2.17) 
that is, that (cf. [17, p. 80, Theorem 2]) 
( ( ( z -a )a ' )~ l  " ( ( z -a )a2) f~, )w= ( ( ( z -a )a2)~2 " ( (z -a )a l )Z l )  , 
(w e Z or/32 - a2 - /31  Jr" oL1 • Z;  1 - co -[- o~j - /3 j  ~ 7Zo, (y = 1 ,2 ) ;  ~}~(h) :> 0) 
(2.18) 
A :=I+ (a j - /3 j )  , 
j= l  
which provides an interesting instance of the commutativity of the Leibniz rule (1.9) in addition, 
of course, to that leading to the hypergeometric transformation (2.6). 
3.  FURTHER HYPERGEOMETRIC  TRANSFORMATIONS 
There exist, in the mathematical literature, several other classical analytic continuation for- 
mulas for the Gauss hypergeometric function. For example, we have the following relatives 
of (2.9) [18, p. 108, equations 2.10(1), 2.10(3), and 2.10(4)]: 
2Fl(a,  b; c; z) = r(c)r(c- a-  b) . 2Fl(a,  b; 1 - c + a + b; 1 - z) 
r (c  - a ) r (c  - b) 
r (c ) r (a  + b - c)(1 - z) c -a-b (3.1) 
+ r (a ) r (b )  • 2F l (c -a ,c -b ;  l+c -a -b ;1 -z ) ,  
(larg(1 - z)l < = - e, (o < e < =)),  
2F l (a ,b ;c ;z )  = r (b ) r (c  ( l - z )  -a .  2F1 a ,c -b ;1  -b+a; -~_z  
Jr r(c)r(ar(~lr(c -- bib) (1 - z) -b .  2F1 b, c - a; 1 - a + b; ~ , 
(larg(1 - z)l _<_ z r -  e, (0 < e < zr)), 
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and 
_ ,_ _ , a - b) z -a  1 )  2F l (a ,b ;c ;z )=~-~c- - -~  c .2F1 a , l - c+a;  1 -c+a+b;  1 -  
l r(a)r@ 
(]arg(1 - z)l < 7r - e, (0 < e < 7r)). 
(3.3) 
Thus, under the constraint a E Z o (or, alternatively, b E Zo), these classical results (3.1)-(3.3) 
would immediately yield the following companions of the hypergeometric transformation (2.7): 
F(c )F (c -a -b)  2Fl(a,b; 1 -c+a+b;  l - z ) ,  2Fl(a,b;c;z) = F--~-a)-F~ b) " 
(aeZo;  zCC;  c , l - c+a+b~tZo) ,  
(3.4) 
and 
( 1) r(c)r(b - a)(1 - z) -a .  2F, a, c - b; 1 - b + a; ~ , 
2Fl (a ,  b; c; z) - r (b ) r (c  - a) 
(aeZo;  zeC\{ l} ;  c , l -b+a~Zo) ,  
(3.5) 
r (c ) r (c -a -b )  _o ( ~) 
2F l (a ,b ;c ;z )=~(c - -a )~- - -~z  • 2F1 a , l - c+a;  1 -c+a+b;  1 -  , 
(aeZo;  ]arg(z) l_-<Tr-e(O<e<Tr);  c , l - c+a+b¢Zo) .  
(3.6) 
By applying the relatively more familiar results [18, p. 64, equations 2.1.4(22) and 2.1.4(23)]: 
2Fl(a,b;c;z)=(1-z)-a2F1 (a ,c -b ;  c; z-lZ ) 
=( l_z)_b2Fl  @_a,b;  c; z ) 
z - 1 (3.7) 
= (1 - z)C-a-b2F1 (C- a,c-- b; c; z), 
(Jarg(1 - z)J < ~r - e, (0 < e < 7r); c ¢~ Zo) ,  
each of the hypergeometric transformations (2.7), (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) can easily be shown to 
lead to three further (but not necessarily new) members of the family of such hypergeometric 
transformations. For example, in view of (3.7), the hypergeometric transformation (3.6) yields (cf. 
equation (3.4)) 
r (c ) r (c  - a - b) 
2F l (a ,  b; c; z) = r (c  - a ) r (c  - b) " 2F l (a ,  b; 1 - c + a + b; 1 - z), 
(aeZo;  z~C;  c , l - c+a+b~Zo) ,  
(3.8) 
r (c ) r (c -  a - b) 1-c 2Fl(a,b;c;z) = ~- (~- -a -~ '~z  • 2F1(1 - c+a,  1 -c+b;  1 -c+a+b;  I - z ) ,  
(ae7/,o; larg(z)l <Tr-e(0<e<Tr); c , l - c+a+b~Zo) ,  
(3.9) 
r(c)F(c - a - b) z-b . 2Fl (b, l - c + b; 1 -  c + a + b; 1-  zl-), 2Fl (a, b; c; z) = -F-~--- a)-F~-- b) 
(a e Zo ;  larg(z)l  <__Tr-e (0 < e < ~r); c, 1 - c -4 -a+b~Zo) .  
(3.10) 
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Of these three straightforward consequences of (3.6), this last hypergeometric transforma- 
tion (3.10) with b E Z o is precisely the same as (3.6) with the r61es of the parameters a and b 
interchanged; in fact, (3.10) with b E Z o would follow also from the classical analytic continu- 
ation formula (3.3) when we let b E Z o (instead of a E Z o) and interchange the r61es of the 
parameters a and b. 
As already pointed out by Chen and Srivastava [19, p. 299 et seq.], the hypergeometric transfor- 
mation (3.6) as well as its such immediate (further) consequences a (3.8) and (3.9) were recently 
proven, in a markedly different (and involved) manner, by Samtani and Bhatt [20]. 
For a generalized hypergeometric polynomial, it is known that [14, p. 42, equation 1.4(3)] 
P+lfq [ -n'c~l'''''ap;/~l,.. ,~q  z]--fl{F(--aJWn)'~.l~I{ I~(/3J) } 
" j=l F (a j )  J j=l F( /3 j+n)  
[ -n , l -131-n , . . . , l -~q-n ;  (-1~ p+q] 
" (-z)nq+lFp 1 - al - n,. .  , 1 - ap - n; ' (P' q' n E No), 
(3.11) 
which, in the special case when p = q = 1, yields 
2F l ( -n 'b ;c ;z )=(b+n-1) (c+n-1)  - i  n 
• ( - z ) ' *2F l ( -n , l - c -n ;  1 -a -n ;  1 ) ,  (neN0) .  
(3.12) 
The identities (3.11) and (3.12) would follow readily upon reversal of the order of the terms 
of the polynomials involved. More importantly, the identity (3.12) is precisely the same as the 
hypergeometric transformation (2.7) with, of course, a = -n  (n E No); it can also be used in 
order to derive (3.5) from (3.4) or (3.8), and so on. 
Some of the hypergeometric transformations (2.7), (3.5), (3.6), (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10) can be 
applied in order to derive various known hypergeometric representations for the classical Jacobi 
polynomials P(a'~)(x) defined by 
(3.13) 
or, equivalently, by 
P( ( X -n,  = 2 1 a+/3+n+l ;  a+l ;  n (3.14) 
Conversely, these known hypergeometric representations for the classical Jacobi polynomials (cf., 
e.g., [14, p. 91, Problem 16]) can be used, in a rather straightforward manner, to derive many of 
the hypergeometric transformations (2.7), (3.5), (3.6), (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10). The details may 
be omitted. 
The Gauss summation theorem (2.10), which was applied in order to derive the comutativity 
property (2.18) for the Leibniz rule (1.9), is an obvious special case of each of the analytic 
continuation formulas (3.1) and (3.3) when z = 1. Indeed, by setting z = 1 in (3.4), (3.6), (3.8), 
(3.9), and (3.10), we readily obtain a special case of the Gauss summation theorem (2.10), which 
is popularly known as the Chu-Vandermonde theorem (cf., e.g., [14, p. 30, equation 1.2(8)]): 
n -1  . o (n e No; c ¢ Zo). (3.15) 
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4. GENERAL IZAT IONS OF THE FRACTIONAL 
INTEGRAL FORMULA (1.15) 
For suitable complex parameters A and p, by virtue of the definitions (1.1) and (1.2), and under 
the substitutions 4 = zt and d~ = z dt, we observe that 
// D~ u {z x (log z)p} _ 1 (z - () -u-1 {(~(log{)p} d( (~(#) < 0) 
Z*-/~ fO 1 - r ( -#) tx (1 - t ) - . - l ( l ogz+logt )  ° dt (4.1) 
-- z'X-" ~o - t ) -u - l "Z  (l°gz)P-J(l°gt)Jdt' 
r(-.) j=O 
where we have assumed that 
~(A) > -1, ~(#) < 0, and Ilogzl > ]logtl, (0 < t < 1). (4.2) 
Upon interchanging the order of summation and integration in (4.1), which can easily be 
justified under the constraints listed in (4.2), if we apply the following simple consequence of the 
definition (1.16) of the Beta function B(a, fl): 
oJ /o 1 ~-~j {B(a,/3)} = ta-l(1 - t) z-1 (logt) j dr, 
(j • No; min{~(a)  ~(/3)} > 0), 
(4.3) 
we obtain a mild generalization of the fractional integral formula (1.15) in the form 
DUz {z:~(logz)p}_ z~'-u ( O)  p V(-#) logz + ~-~ {B(A + 1 , -#)} ,  
(~(A) > -1; ~(#) < 0; p • C; ]logz] > Ilogt[, (0 < t < 1)), 
(4.4) 
where the constraint 
Ilogzl > Ilogt], (0 < t < 1) 
can obviously be dropped, just as in (1.15), when p = k (k • N0). 
Next, by setting 
f(z) = z ~ (logz) p , (~(~) > -1; p • C) (4.5) 
in (1.21), we derive a further generalization of our fractional integral formula (4.4), given by 
z ~-~ ~ r (n  + 5 - p ) r (n  - v) 
• 0,zr-u'&n {z~(logz)p} = F(6 --~-~(-77) E n~F-(n--- ~-) 
n=0 (4.6) 
• logz + ~-~ {B(A + 1, n -  #)},  (N(A) > -1;  ~(#) < 0; p • C), 
provided that the series on the right-hand side of (4.6) converges. 
This last result (4.6) would immediately yield the fractional integral formula (4.4) when 
(i) 5 --* # in view of (1.18), or 
(ii) ~ --* 0 in view of (1.20). 
For some interesting applications of various special cases of such fractional integral formulas 
as (1.15) and (4.4), involving the symmetrical Leibniz rules (1.7) and (1.8), see the work of Chen 
and Srivastava [19, p. 298, equation (5.10)] (see also [21, p. 72, equation (18)]). 
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